Motivation

• Growing social and economic importance of mountain areas
• Increasing demand for adequate cartographic base data regarding:
  • contents
  • graphic design
  • media
• Large spectrum of new themes requires new cartographic methods and approaches
• Need to go beyond classical topographic cartography
Activities

• Founded at ICC 1999
• 1-2 sessions at each ICC
• Series of 9 workshops at mountain locations
• Series of proceedings
• 2015: Four term commemorative publication
Terms of Reference

- Define topics and promote methods and knowledge of mountain cartography
- Web-portal as information exchange platform
- Discuss issues, such as map related representations, design and symbolization, technological issues, thematic content
- Continue workshop series
- Promote publication activities

Contacts

- Proposed chair: Dušan Petrovič, Slovenia
- Proposed co-chair: Tom Patterson, USA
- www.mountaincartography.org
10th Mountain Cartography Workshop
at Berchtesgaden Alps National Park, Germany, 26 to 30 April 2016

www.mountaincartography.org